Maintrac - A new clinical method for quantitative CTC diagnostic, treatment selection, monitoring and surveillance of patients

Maintrac® is a laboratory based method to quantify in a reproducible manner living circulating tumor cells. This way it is possible to do further analytic with these cells. Be it molecular genetic testing of certain tumor characteristics or surface protein determination for real pharmaceutical target identification. Since these CTCs are alive it is possible to check all different chemotherapeutics and their killing rate on these CTCs. Best working medications can be selected before starting aggressive chemotherapies. Furthermore it is possible to monitor treatment success “just” by quantifying CTC over the cause of the therapy. Even during and after endocrine therapy it is possible to show how long to give i.e. Tamoxifen or when to switch to other, more efficient medication in case the cell number is increasing. This method was developed over the last decade and works on all tumors deriving from epithelial origin (almost all solid tumors). We showed in several clinical trials with > 650 patients and > 100,000 measurement significant improvement for patients and the overall relapse free survival while being monitored and treated based on this method. Maintrac is nowadays already used in clinical routine in ~30 countries worldwide.
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